Where will the **MA IN CHINESE STUDIES** Lead You?

The career paths chosen by graduating students are diverse. Some go on to PhD programmes, while others find employment in media, business or finance, or find positions in government or international agencies. Yet others pursue careers in secondary school teaching or work for non-profit organizations. Regardless of your future plans, the programme aims to provide you with the knowledge of China necessary to reach your career and personal goals.

---

**STUDENTS’ WORDS**

*Alexandra Geneva Preis*
USA / MA 2019

The Chinese Studies Programme at CUHK helped to enrich and further my understanding of China. The programme offered me flexibility to study Chinese political topics that most piqued my curiosity while providing some of the world’s best China scholars to help guide my way. Contentious political issues can be objectively and openly discussed in the intimate classroom settings the Centre provides. The programme challenged my previous way of thinking, allowing me to not only grow academically but also as a global-minded citizen.

*Wu Yueqian*
China / MA 2019

The study experience at CCS was very fulfilling and memorable for me. The Centre’s interdisciplinary courses touch on different areas, such as Chinese literature, film, art history, anthropology etc., generating sparks in my mind and broadening my horizon. Most importantly, the methods I learned in class are helpful, no matter in work or in further studies. I am so grateful to the teachers who are not only excellent scholars, but also very patient and kind to us. I felt myself making progress every day with their help and guidance. Chinese Studies taught me more about the world and about myself in the past year. I will always take my time at CCS as a great fortune.

---

**ENQUIRIES**

(852) 3943 4392
masc@cuhk.edu.hk
www.ccs.cuhk.edu.hk

Room 1102, 11/F Yasumoto International Academic Park, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Shatin, N.T., Hong Kong

---

**Master of Arts in CHINESE STUDIES**

2020/21

In Hong Kong, the gateway to China

Scholarships available

At CUHK, a renowned China Studies research hub

Free academic environment
DIRECTOR’S WELCOME

The Centre for China Studies is committed to teaching and research in Chinese Studies. Our degree programmes – all conducted in English – aim to equip students with the knowledge and skills to pursue successful international careers involving China. From our undergraduate BA programme to our graduate MA, MPhil, and PhD programmes in Chinese Studies, we are committed to hands-on teaching and learning about China. The Chinese University Library and the University Services Centre hold an extensive collection of ancient and modern Chinese scholarship, and count among the best libraries in the world for China Studies.

We believe that our location in Hong Kong provides the ideal environment in which to pursue Chinese scholarship. Hong Kong is a vibrant world city where global cultures meet, mix, and mesh. In Hong Kong, traditional Chinese culture comes alive in a contemporary Chinese metropolis.

Hong Kong is also the gateway to greater China: Shenzhen — one of mainland China’s first cities to welcome world investment — is a short 20-minute train ride from our campus.

You will discover many exciting opportunities to learn about China with us at The Chinese University of Hong Kong. We hope to see you on campus soon!

David FAURE
Director, Centre for China Studies
Wei Lun Research Professor of History

CURRICULUM

The MA in Chinese Studies is an interdisciplinary programme. Students have to complete one required course (3 units) and seven elective courses (21 units) with at least four courses within one’s selected stream as prescribed in the course list. The programme has two streams:

1) Chinese Arts and Culture
   - focusing on film, literature and art history
2) Issues in Contemporary China
   - focusing on politics, society and international relations

Applicants will choose a stream during the admission process. For more detailed information on the curriculum and course offerings, please visit our website at www.ccs.cuhk.edu.hk.

TUITION FEES

The tuition fee is HK$145,000* per annum.

If a student (1) intends to enroll in courses in addition to the 24 units of courses required to complete the degree, or (2) fails a course and must retake it, a supplementary course fee will be applied. In 2020-21, tuition fee per additional course is HK$18,125*.

*subject to University approval

ADMISSION SCHOLARSHIPS

The Programme will award up to four scholarships in each academic year. The value of each scholarship will be equal to 50% of the tuition fee of the given academic year. Each applicant to the programme is automatically considered for the scholarship, which is awarded based on academic merit and taking into consideration the programme’s goal of having a diverse student body. No separate application is necessary. Applicants whose materials arrive at the Programme Office by 15 November 2019 or 31 January 2020 will be considered for first round and second round selection respectively. Early application to the programme is therefore encouraged.

APPLICATION PROCEDURES

Visit the Graduate School homepage at https://www.gs.cuhk.edu.hk/admissions/ for the Postgraduate Prospectus and to submit your application online.

APPLICATION DEADLINES

- Round 1: 15th Nov 2019
- Round 2: 31st Dec 2019
- Round 3: 31st Jan 2020
- Round 4: 30th Apr 2020

Online applications are open from September 2019. Applications will be processed on a rolling basis until all places have been filled.

PROGRAMME DIRECTOR

Kristof Van den Troost
PhD (CUHK), Assistant Professor